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QUICK START GUIDE: YSI EXO Water Quality Logger
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Scan to download the video

This guide serves as a quick reference for operating the EXO Logger. It is for your convenience & not intended to 
replace the full-length manual where additional information may be found.
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1. Fit suspension cord securely to the EXO Logger ensuring there 
is no possibility of detachment. If a full cable is being used 
carefully attach the wet-mateble connectors and screw-up 
the collar & slide cable hang so weight is taken off of the 
wired connection.

2. Remove the calibration & storage cup by unscrewing top 
ring anti-clockwise one turn & sliding off. Discard the old tap 
water.

3. Carefully & slowly lower the Logger to required height in the 
well. Logging will start at the pre-programmed time. 

4. When logging is completed or the recommended monthly 
battery change is up, carefully lift the unit from the well.

5. When the unit is not in use please rinse probes & fill bottom 
inch of calibration cup with tap water & fit by sliding over & 
screwing top ring clockwise. Deionised water should never 
be used for storage.

Monthly recommended battery change

1. Grasp EXO labelled section of Logger & firmly twist the blue 
section anti-clockwise.

2. Slide off the blue cover to reveal the 2 x Dcell batteries. 
Replace the batteries noting polarity!

3. Carefully inspect o-ring ensuring no debris is present. Use 
cryptox grease very sparingly on o- rings if required.

4. Refit blue cover & screw clockwise. Tighten unit firmly, but 
not over-tight.

5. The unit will continue to log after replacing battery.

6. The monthly battery change is also a good time to check 
probes for debris & deposits.  

Reprogramming 

If a reprogram is required please contact Van Walt Ltd for 
assistance & training.


